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Align the Inner Landscape



If, 

At first, 

You wish to clearly see,

You must open your eye and look within,

See the stars above,

See the inner landscape from high up,

Accept it for what it is,

Nature; Human.
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Unveil Yourself



Once familiar with the landscape,

Before you appears something unexpected,

Higher being, 

A face in the darkness, 

One calls home.

But what is this face you ask?

Surrounded by curiosity and fear.
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The Inner and Outer Lotus



The outside,

Or maybe the inside,

Who’s to know which is which?

It is one side of the other,

But it is not this one,

And at the centre is your Self.
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The Hall of Mirrors



Look closely and you will see,

Many worlds of your own creation,

Delicately hung in the balance,

Of your own emotions,

Free to choose any reality we wish.
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I Ego: Eye



Any reality we chose to see,

Our ocular perception may not be correct,

We must check what we see,

And check what we don’t,

For more is unsaid than said,

More is unseen than seen.
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Past, Present and Future



We may be driven by a child,

Or unable to let go of one,

But that too is in our nature.

It’s hard to part with, 

What we have identified with.
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Self-sacriifice: Distilation of the Mind



Self-sacrifice; Of the past, 

Of the idea of ourselves,

Of what we never thought we could be,

Powerfully full of love,

It is within our blood; our nature.
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Multi-dimentional Perspective



Sacrifice of the ego,

The ideas of who we think we are,

The ideas of who we think we should be,

Open the door to what we are, 

Stardust,

The spaces inbetween,

Life viewing itself through its own lenses.
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Deep Awareness



As awareness rises,

so do the “Monsters” of the deep,

Distractions coming to the surface,

Distractions of who we once idealised to be,

but take away their illusion?
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Puppet Master



Life is a show,

The world is a stage,

We are the actors,

Society is the frame,

And in our awareness,

Lies the script.
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The Hero 



So make yourself a hero,

Dress yourself in the armour you see fit,

Understand your quest,

Understand the treasure you seek,

Learn the Enemy.
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And So It Begins



And so the story begins,

One fruit, a goal

One snake, temptation

Two people; You and I,

Him and Her, Us and Them,

And a higher power, Tomorrow.
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Thank you for reading


